
KUWAIT: National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) is
always committed to educate its customers about
the latest types of fraud and ways to prevent
them, in light of the recent increased fraudulent
activities due to the coronavirus outbreak.  In this
context, the bank continues to run its awareness
campaigns and provide customers with advice and
guidance on bank account fraud and ways to pro-
tect themselves. 

The bank advices its customers to be aware of
the most recent types of fraud that include:

Selling medical products
Fraudsters claim to sell medical products and

personal protective equipment using fake websites,
e-mail addresses, e-commerce platforms and social
media accounts created to facilitate fraud. Some of
them even use the names of renowned companies in
the area of production and distribution of medical
products, and request to complete the payment
process by transferring funds to obtain customers’
banking details.

Winning a prize 
Fraudsters may contact customers through

phone calls, claiming to be an NBK representative
and informing them that they have won a prize. They
will ask customers to disclose their account or card
details to receive the prize.

Requesting data update
Fraudsters ask customers to update their infor-

mation through SMS or social media applications
like WhatsApp, claiming that their debit card has
been blocked because they had not updated their
personal information. 

Loan  postponement
Fraudsters send messages to customers via SMS

or social media applications like WhatsApp asking
them to call a dedicated number in order to post-
pone their loan installment, which allows fraudsters
to obtain their bank details.

Impersonating health authorities
Fraudsters claim to be a representative from the

health authorities through e-mails. They ask cus-
tomers to visit a dedicated webpage and log in
using their e-mail and password; they will therefore
use this data to obtain personal information.

Business Email Compromise (BEC)
Business email compromise is a type of fraud in

which businesses receive emails from fraudsters
pretending to be their suppliers or vendors.
Through these emails, scammers usually inform a
business that the bank account details of the vendor
or supplier have been changed.

NBK urges its customers to confirm requests for
funds transfer and changes in vendor payment
accounts through alternate channels such as a pre-
viously used phone number. Should a customer
become a victim of a business email scam, they
need to immediately notify the bank. A repayment
claim can then be sent to the beneficiary bank by
the remitting bank and if funds are available in the
beneficiary account, they may be returned. 

Commenting on the NBK’s efforts to educate its
customers on recent fraud methods, Ali Al-Mulla,
Head of Domestic Branches, National Bank of
Kuwait said: “We always strive to keep our cus-
tomers aware on the latest methods employed for
fraud by constantly communicating with them
through our different channels. We always aim to
give our customers tips on how to protect their per-

sonal and banking infor-
mation.”

“We have monitored a
significant change in the
fraud schemes since the
outbreak of coronavirus.
Scammers are constantly
trying to steal personal
information and obtain-
ing private data. This is
why at NBK, we ensure
that we are always close
to our customers and
provide them with the
best ways to protect
their accounts from
increasing suspicious activities.”  He added.

Al-Mulla stressed that NBK Employees will nev-
er ask customers to disclose their personal bank
details like account, card details or OTP, therefore
customers shouldn’t share there confidential bank-
ing information with anyone.  Al-Mulla affirmed that
customers should immediately report any suspicion
of fraud attempts by calling 1801801. 

NBK also advises customers to follow the bank’s
social media channels, where they can find informa-
tion and instructions to guide them. They can also
visit nbk.com to learn more about fraud types and
ways to prevent them. 
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Burgan Bank
announces 
winners of Yawmi 
account draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yester-
day the names of the daily draw winners of
its Yawmi account draw, each taking home a
cash-prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners are: 
1.  Nasima Ali Bhai Anwar
2.  Arwa Abdulaziz Abdullah AlRobie
3.  Mannaa Farhan Mannaa AlEnezi
4. Khaireyah Mohammad Hassan Gholom

In addition to the daily draw, Burgan
Bank also offers a Quarterly Draw with
more chances to win higher rewards, offer-
ing the chance to one lucky customer to win
KD 125,000 every three months. The Yawmi
Account offers Daily and Quarterly Draws,
wherein the Quarterly Draw requires cus-
tomers to maintain a minimum amount of
KD 500 in their account for two months
prior to the draw date. Additionally, every
KD 10 in the account will entitle customers
to one chance of winning.  If the account
balance is KD 500 and above, the account
holder will be qualified for both the quar-
terly and daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to
open a Yawmi account and/or increase their
deposit to maximize their chances of becom-
ing a winner. The higher the level of the
deposit, the higher the likelihood to win. 

For  more informat ion on opening a
Yawmi account, the new quarterly draw or
on any of the bank’s products and services,
customers are urged to visit their nearest
Burgan Bank branch, or simply cal l  the
bank’s Call Center at 1804080. Customers
can also log on to Burgan Bank’s www.bur-
gan.com for further information. 

Ali Al-Mulla

NBK continues
its awareness 

campaign

NBK warns customers against the
spread of coronavirus related fraud 

Warning aims to protect customers and raise awareness 

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank welcomed
Hamad Abdullah Al-Awadh, the win-
ner of the second Al-Danah quarterly
draw of the year, at the Bank’s head
office. During the course of the visit,
Mohammad Al-Qattan, Deputy
General Manager Consumer Banking
at Gulf Bank, and other senior man-
agement representatives awarded the
lucky winner with the KD 250,000
cash prize.

The draw took place on Thursday,
July 16, 2020 after initially being
postponed in April  2020 due to
restrictions imposed by the coron-
avirus pandemic. Commenting on the
second quarterly Al-Danah draw of
the year, Mohammad Al-Qattan,
Deputy General Manager of
Consumer Banking at Gulf Bank said:
“We are very excited to congratulate
Hamad Abdullah Al-Awadh for win-
ning Gulf Bank’s second Al-Danah
quarterly draw of the year, especially
following the brief hiatus in draw
announcements. We would like to
remind all our customers that they
can still enter for a chance to win the

annual Al-Danah draw, which will be
held in January 2021, for the grand
prize of KD 1.5 million!”

Gulf Bank’s Al-Danah draws are
bigger than ever, with an annual draw
prize of KD 1.5 million. This year’s
annual draw is scheduled to take
place on January 14, 2021 with the
last chance for customers to be able
to deposit into their accounts, and
therefore be eligible for the draw, on
September 30, 2020. 

Gulf Bank encourages customers
to increase their chances of winning
with Al-Danah by depositing more
into their Gulf Bank accounts using
the new ePay (Self-Pay) service,
which is available on Gulf Bank’s
online and mobile banking services.
Gulf Bank’s Al-Danah account is
open to both Kuwaiti  and non-
Kuwaiti residents of Kuwait. A mini-
mum of KD 200 is required to open
an account and the same amount
must be maintained for customers to
be eligible for the upcoming Al-
Danah draws. If  the customer’s
account balance falls below KD 200

at any given time, a KD 2 fee will be
charged to the account monthly until
the minimum balance is met.
Customers who open an account
and/or deposit more will enter the
daily draw within two days. Gulf
Bank’s Al-Danah draws take place
throughout the year, with cash prizes
totaling more than KD 2 million. Al-
Danah offers several unique services

to customers, including the Al-Danah
Deposit Only ATM card, which
allows account holders to deposit
money into their accounts at their
convenience. Account holders can
also calculate their weekly, quarterly,
and yearly chances of winning the
draws through the ‘Al-Danah
Chances’ calculator available on the
Gulf Bank website and app.

Gulf Bank congratulates Al-Awadh,
winner of KD 250,000 cash prize

Mohammad Al-Qattan with the winner

Al-Tijari announces 
winners of Al-Najma 
account draws
KUWAIT: Commercial Bank conducted the weekly
and monthly draws on Al-Najma Account and
Salary Transfer Campaign on Tuesday. The draws
were conducted in the presence of Ministry of
Commerce and Industry representatives Ahmad Al-
Basman and Jassim Al Hubeida.

The results of the draws were as follows:
1- Al-Najma monthly account- the prize of  KD

20,000 was for the share of Yousef Dughaim Al-
Rasheedi

2- Al-Najma weekly account - the prize of KD

5,000 was for the share of Hasan Mohammad
Mousa Abdullah

3- Salary account campaign - the prize of up
to KD 1,000 was for the share of  Wadheha Saied
Al-Marri

The bank stated that the salary campaign is
aimed at customers who transfer their salaries of
KD 500 or more to the bank, especially Kuwaiti
employees and residents working in the govern-
ment, oil sectors and companies listed with the Bank
as well as retirees, and take advantage of the bene-
fits of this campaign and get an instant cash gift
from KD 250 to KD 500 or an interest-free loan of
5 times the salary and a maximum of KD 10,000, in
addition to the cash gifts, there will be a weekly
draw for new and local Kuwaiti customers who
transfer their salaries to the Bank to earn an amount
equal to one salary of the salaries they receive
monthly. 

The bank stated that Al-Najma Account prizes

are distinguished by the highest cash prize and
diversity of prizes throughout the year clarifying
that the account offers weekly prize of KD 5,000,
monthly prize of KD 20,000 and a semi-annual
prize of KD 500,000 in addition to the largest prize
- linked bank account payout of KD 1,500,000. 

Al-Najma Account can be opened by depositing
KD 100, and customer should maintain a minimum
amount of KD 500 to be eligible to enter all draws
on Al-Najma Account prizes. As for the chances of
winning, the more balance a customer maintains in
Al-Najma Account, the more chances the account
holder will get to win, the account also offers addi-
tional benefits like the ATM card, a credit card
against customer’s account and all CBK banking
services that customer can enjoy.

The Bank revealed that Al-Najma account is
available to everyone, and anyone can open Al-
Najma account through CBK mobile application in
simple steps from anywhere and at any time.    

Eurozone business 
activity resumes 
growth in July
LONDON: Eurozone business activity returned
to modest growth in July as some curbs imposed
to stop the spread of the coronavirus were lifted,
but the recovery in the dominant service indus-
try was not as sharp as expected, a survey
showed. More than 18.5 million people have
been diagnosed with the coronavirus globally
but, amid signs the pandemic was being con-
tained in much of Europe, governments have
allowed more businesses to reopen.

The bloc’s economy contracted a record 12.1
percent last quarter, data showed on Friday. A
Reuters poll in July predicted 8.1 percent
growth this quarter as businesses begin to
return to some sort of normal.

Wednesday’s final Composite Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI) from IHS Markit, seen
as a good indicator of economic health, climbed
to 54.9 in July from June’s 48.5, better than a
54.8 flash estimate. It had been below the 50
level separating growth from contraction for
four months. “The PMIs should be in the high
sixties, just because what they should be telling
us is the monthly change in economic output,

but they have been very subdued,” said Kallum
Pickering at Berenberg.

“That said, the July data for services showed
significant improvement. It is consistent with
the continued easing of the lockdown across
Europe.” Earlier surveys showed activity in
Germany, Europe’s largest economy, reached
expansionary territory. In France it grew as one
of Europe’s strictest COVID-19 lockdowns has
gradually been eased. In Spain, where infection
rates have been rising again, services improved
for the second month in a row. But with some
countries changing their advice on travel to the
holiday hotspot, uncertainty over the recovery
from the pandemic has increased.

Italy’s services returned to, but the recovery
remained muted. Meanwhile, the volume of
retail sales in the euro zone rebounded in June
to levels recorded in February before lock-
downs, official estimates showed yesterday,
completing a recovery that began in May after
record declines in March and April. Separately,
businesses in Britain expanded at the fastest
rate in more than five years after restaurants,
cafes and pubs reopened to diners and drinkers
on July 4.

“The pick-up in the PMI in July supports
other indicators suggesting that the recovery
has gathered some momentum recently, though
a V-shaped rebound remains highly unlikely,”
said Samuel Tombs at Pantheon
Macroeconomics. —Reuters

BMW swings to first loss in
a decade as virus hits sales
BERLIN: German luxury carmaker BMW said yesterday that it swung
into its first loss since 2009 as the coronavirus pandemic ravaged car
sales but said it still hopes turn an operating profit for the year.  The
Munich-based company reported an operating loss (EBIT) of 666 mil-
lion euros ($787.6 million), compared with an operating profit of 2.1 bil-
lion euros in the same period of 2019, after selling around 25 percent
fewer cars year-on-year in the three months to the end of June. 

The group kept net loss to just 212 million euros, as the damage was
mitigated by an accounting boost over its car leasing business. The
company kept its 2020 guidance unchanged, with several key caveats
including the potential impact of a second wave of infection and possi-
ble new lockdowns or deeper recessions in its key markets. 

BMW added that the guidance is based on the assumption that
demand in all key markets will be significantly reduced in light of the
coronavirus pandemic and containment measures.

“As a consequence, worldwide deliveries for the automotive segment
in 2020 are likely to be significantly lower than one year earlier,” the
carmaker said.  Operating loss in its automobile division, which also
includes the Mini and Rolls-Royce marques, was 1.55 billion euros,
compared with a EBIT profit of 1.47 billion euros in the same period of
the previous year. However, BMW chief executive Oliver Zipse said:
“We are now looking ahead to the second six-month period with cau-
tious optimism and continue to target an EBIT margin between 0 and 3
percent for the automotive segment in 2020.” The company said “a
more positive” trend was emerging from China as it exited coronavirus
containment measures. — AFP

Burgan Bank
announces 
winner of 
Al-Thuraya draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank, announced
yesterday Jayan Mathen as the lucky
winner of  the draw prize of  Al-
Thuraya Salary Accounts monthly
draw.  The draw rewards new and
existing customers who transfer their
salary to Burgan Bank by offering
them a chance to win KD 10,000
every month. Each account holder has
one chance to enter the draw.

The Al-Thuraya account holders
have the option to hold money in
Kuwaiti Dinar and other major curren-
cies and can access account-related
services such as standing orders,
loans and credit cards, and benefit
from the discounts and offers
throughout the year.


